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IBIA Welcomes Seven New Members: Clarkson University, Liquid, Inc., Hitachi Beijing, Telos 

ID, TypingDNA, Vigilant Solutions, and Charter Communications 

WASHINGTON, DC / ACCESSWIRE / July 26, 2017 / The International Biometrics + Identity Association 

(IBIA) is proud to announce its newest members. Clarkson University, Hitachi Beijing, Liquid, Inc, Telos ID, 

TypingDNA, and Vigilant Solutions have joined IBIA as full members, and Charter Communications has joined 

as an affiliate member. The new members further bolster the association's commitment to representing the 

industry with a united, impactful industry voice. 

"Our newest members reflect the diverse solutions and international stakeholders shaping the industry - including 

leading developers of identity solutions, academic researchers, start-ups with new, game-changing technologies, 

and end users - further bolstering IBIA as the world's leading trade organization for the identity industry," said 

Tovah LaDier, Managing Director, IBIA. "These companies are leaders in their respective fields and we are proud 

to welcome them to our growing ranks." 

Clarkson University is a nationally recognized research university with signature areas of academic excellence 

and research directed toward the world's pressing issues. Its main campus is located in Potsdam, N.Y., with 

additional graduate program and research facilities in the Capital Region and Beacon, New York. 

Hitachi Beijing is the China branch of Hitachi Corporation. As one of the oldest technology companies and best 

known brands in the world, Hitachi Group Companies innovate, build, and manufacture IT and operational 

technology around the globe. Hitachi solutions provide insights that help organizations make more informed 

decisions to deliver exceptional outcomes and smarter, safer, healthier, and more efficient societies. 

Liquid Inc. was founded in 2013 and is based in Tokyo, Japan, where the company manufactures and develops 

biometric authentication devices, biometric cashier and payment systems, and biometrically enabled search 

engines. Liquid's biometric identity verification and payment devices allow users to pay their shopping bills via 

their fingerprints. Last month, the Prime Minister's Office of Japan named "Liquid" a top technology company to 

lead the country's innovation. 

Telos Corporation (Telos ID) empowers and protects the world's most security conscious organizations with 

solutions and services for continuous security and assurance of individuals, systems, and information. Telos offers 

cyber security, secure mobility, and identity management solutions, providing risk management, information 

security, and trusted protection from insider threats. 

TypingDNA, headquartered in Romania, offers a cyber-security SaaS solution that uses artificial intelligence 

algorithms to identify and authenticate individuals based on how they type. Companies and developers can start 

using TypingDNA's authentication API within minutes. The company's proprietary typing biometrics technology 

is a highly accurate online biometric identification capability suitable for securing logins, avoiding account 

sharing, and preventing fraud. 

Vigilant Solutions serves the law enforcement market with its investigative platform designed by former 

detectives. Vigilant's platform includes license plate recognition, analytics, and robust facial recognition 

technology that allows agencies to combine mugshots and boost potential match searches with image editing 

tools. 
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Charter Communications is the newest Affiliate Member of the IBIA. Charter is a leading broadband 

communications company and the second largest cable operator in the United States. It provides a full range of 

advanced broadband services, including Spectrum TV video entertainment programming, Spectrum Internet 

access, and Spectrum Voice. 

About the International Biometrics + Identity Association (IBIA): 

IBIA advances the adoption and responsible use of technology-based identification solutions to enhance identity 

security and privacy and to facilitate convenience and productivity for government, business and consumers. For 

more information, please visit our website: ibia.org. 
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